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Tasks for this week:

Detailed study of a 144 MHz RF Power Amplifier IC, Mitsubishi RA08H1317M
see link to data sheet on web page

Device type, interstage networks, bias

Final class project.  We will design and build individual contributions to the 
block diagram HF-VHF-UHF transmit-receive system.  Some blocks we will be 
studying this quarter include VHF Bandpass Filters, MF Bandpass Filters, VHF 
Low-Pass Filters, Audio Lowpass and Highpass Filters, variable gain ampli-
fiers, envelope detectors, envelope modulators, linear amplifiers, high level 
envelope modulated amplifiers...and several others.  The individual student 
projects involve deep understanding of circuits with relatively few components 
in the schematic. The final report will be a 4 page description, including design 
strategy, circuit details, measured results, and integration into the complete 
class project, with field testing.  There will be many blocks, and they may be 
interconnected LEGO fashion into different systems.  Weather permitting, the 
last days of the quarter will be outside demonstrations of deployable working 
hardware.

Midterm Exam.  Note that the take-home mid-term exam is due next week.  You 
pick two of the five questions, and prepare a two page solution for each of your 
two selected problems.  Your solution will include analysis and simulation, and 
may include measurements if appropriate.

Due date for the Midterm problems is Wednesday February 26.  You have plenty 
of time, so do a thorough job on your two selected problems.

Radio frequency modular power amplifiers are a mature technology, but new 
models are introduced every year.  There are many standard pin-outs, as in op-
amps, and new models are often pin replaceable for prior models.  This week we 
will discuss microwave monolithic IC (MMIC) amplifiers and thick-film modular 
amplifiers.

Modular Power amplifiers are an area where device technology continues to 
progress at a rapid rate, with silicon bipolar, silicon MOS, GaAs, SiC, and GaN 
devices the preferred technology for any given application.  Often the industry 
standard technology is not optimum, but dictated by legacy and reliability issues.


